
Eminent Business Trainer Michael Bashi Announces the Release of His New Online 

Affiliate Marketing Training Program   

 

Ontario based marketing consultant and online business expert Michael Bashi has 

recently announced the official launch of his new affiliate marketing tutorial. The 

program named Affiliate Rollout has been developed for the aspiring marketers willing to 

kick start a home based business.  The program provides simple video guides to establish 

a money making platform with the help of Facebook. 

 

A brand new online affiliate marketing guide has just been introduced to the market by 

respected business coach and online marketing genius Mr. Michael Bashi. Affiliate 

Rollout, the recently launched program, has been perfectly tailored by Mr. Bashi to help 

the newbies start a home based business without having to spend a lot of money. The 

program is basically a three step video guide that teaches everything about setting up a 

profit making Facebook campaign. Interestingly, the program members receive a ready 

made money making platform from Mr. Bashi in 20 excellent Facebook campaigns and 

three highly professional Facebook advertisements for each of the campaigns.  

 

Affiliate marketing is now widely accepted as one of the most lucrative online business 

platforms. Millions of people are always trying all types of tricks to ensure profitability to 

their affiliate business. Along with its popularity, innumerable training programs have 

also hit the market in the last few years. However, there are very few programs that have 

been created only for the debutants in the field. This low cost program shares the secret 

methods that Mr. Bashi has been using for years to earn a profit from his affiliate 

business.  

 

Announcing the launch of the program, Mr. Bashi said, "I always wanted to create 

something for the beginners. This program will bring you success irrespective of your 

experience or knowledge". He also added that he is working on many more online 

business guides that will be released very soon. It must be mentioned here that the 

renowned business guide has already developed many highly popular training programs 

in the past. His new affiliate marketing tutorial is already showing signs of early success 

in the market. Official sources have informed that many aspiring marketers have already 

started using this program and have expressed their satisfaction about the program and its 

contents.  

 

 About the Company: The Affiliate Rollout is a recently launched training module from 

distinguished internet marketing expert Michael Bashi. This website has been created 

specifically for the beginners in the world of affiliate marketing.  
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Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 
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